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By Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell

Dodo Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 8.7in. x 5.8in. x
0.4in.Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell ne Stevenson (1810-1865), often referred to simply as Mrs. Gaskell,
was an English novelist and short story writer during the Victorian era. She is perhaps best known
for her biography of Charlotte Bront. Her novels offer a detailed portrait of the lives of many strata
of society, including the very poor, and as such are of interest to social historians as well as lovers of
literature. She married William Gaskell, the minister at Cross Street Unitarian Chapel in Manchester.
They settled in Manchester, where the industrial surroundings would offer inspiration for her novels.
Her first novel, Mary Barton: A Tale of Manchester Life, was published anonymously in 1848. The best
known of her remaining novels are Cranford (1853), North and South (1855), and Wives and
Daughters (1866). She became popular for her writing, especially her ghost story writing, aided by
her friend Charles Dickens, who published her work in his magazine Household Words. Her other
works include: The Grey Woman (1865), Lois the Witch (1861) and The Old Nurses Story (1852). This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR,...
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These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me searching ahead and much more. It generally does not expense an excessive amount of. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m

This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel B a iley-- Isobel B a iley
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